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ABSTRACT 
 

NewsSearch proposed in this paper is a search engine 
interface, which allows users to visually re-rank search 
results. When a query is first made, the results are 
visualized using topic, concept and location widgets on 
the client side. The user is then able to filter and re-rank 
complete results by interacting with the visualization 
widgets. Filtering and re-ranking is performed on the 
server side, allowing the user to seamlessly browse 
through millions of results. 
 
1  INTRODUCTION 
 

Search engines emerged as useful tools for information 
seeking, allowing users to access relevant information 
quickly through simple keywords queries. Knowing how to 
use them can save time and get reliable results. 
 
Search engines today have to display tens of thousands of 
ranked documents, which lead to user paralysis and poor 
choices. A typical query easily results in thousands or more 
results. However, on average less than 6% of users would 
click on a link from the second page of results [6]. This 
leaves a large unexplored space of results, which are hard to 
comprehend, since it requires manually iterating through 
results pages. NewsSearch [7] addresses this issue by 
visualizing the long tail of search results. The documents 
are grouped into related groups according to several 
criteria, allowing the user to filter and re-rank the 
documents based on the similarity to each group. 
 
This paper improves upon the work from [7] in the 
following ways. First, re-ranking is performed on the server 
side, which increases the amount of results, which can be 
handled with this approach. Second, query expansion is 
made pare of re-ranking, further increasing the scalability 
of the approach. Finally, new visualization widget was 
introduced, allowing re-ranking and filtering according to 
geospatial information, associated with the document. 
 
The paper is structured as follows. We start by giving an 
overview of news collection and indexing services, which 
are used in the paper. This is followed by introducing 
different types of visualization widgets, which are used to 
visualize the search results. We conclude by presenting the 

query extension based re-ranking approach and the system 
prototype. 
 
2 NEWS COLLECTION AND INDEXING 
 

NewsSearch uses news collection and indexing services 
developed at J. Stefan Institute (JSI) and available at 
http://newsfeed.ijs.si [1]. The services provide a real-time 
aggregated stream of news articles by crawling RSS-
enabled news providers across the world. The crawler 
currently downloads 50,000-100,000 articles per day from 
about 100,000 RSS feeds. The current archive contains 
about 25 million articles and begins in May 2008. The 
stream of articles is serialized into XML and segmented by 
time into compressed files with several megabytes in size. 
 
The news collection service collects articles from a 
multitude of languages, however in this work we only 
focused on a subset of English news sources. Each article is 
processed using text enrichment service Enrycher [8], 
which extracts topics and entities from the articles. 
Additionally, for all major news sources, additional meta 
data was collected, including their location. 
 
For indexing and search the news collection we use News 
Miner, which is a system for processing and indexing news 
corpora and is entirely based on the code base developed at 
JSI. Each article is indexed across several dimensions 
(facets) using an inverted index. The system allows for 
retrieval of any Boolean combination of the facets. 
 
Processing of a news feed contains the following steps each 
being executed by a separate process: 

1. Retrieve the articles from the news feed (e.g. using 
News Collection service’s Python script) 

2. Parse the article and prepare the fields for indexing 
(e.g. tokenizing text) 

3. Add the article to the index 
Once the article is indexed, it can be accessed through 
keyword queries. 
 
3 VISUALIZATION WIDGETS 
 

NewsSearch interacts with the user through a series of 
widgets, which are designed to visualize different 
dimensions of the complete search results collection. 



 

The user starts the search by entering a search query and the 
widgets are generated based on the resulting documents. 
The system starts by using default search engine ranking 
(e.g. BM25 [9]). The user can influence the ranking by 
moving the target with a mouse to different parts of 
widgets, which causes re-ranking of the results. 
 
 
3.1 WORLD WIDGET 
 

The world widget, shown in Figure 1, enables the user to 
reorder results based on the locations assigned to the 
document. This can be either the locations mentioned in the 
article, or the location of the news outlet, which produced 
the article. When the user moves the target, the coordinates 
are sent to the server and the results weighted and reordered 
based on the distance from the target coordinates. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The world widget enables the user to re-rank 
results based on locations assigned to the documents. 

 
3.2 TOPIC WIDGET 
 

The topic widget, shown on the left in Figure 2, allows the 
user to filter and re-rank results based on the topics they 
want to view. 

 
 

Figure 2. Topic and concept widgets enable the user to 
filter and re-rank results, based on keywords and concepts. 

 
The widget displays clusters of articles represented by the 
most relevant keywords in each cluster. When the user 
moves the target, the new coordinates are sent to the server, 

which first computes the distance to each cluster and 
extracts the most representative keywords for particular 
coordinates. These keywords are then used to extend the 
query issued by the user, and sent to the search engine to 
filter non-relevant results and rank higher the remaining 
results using BM25 weights. 
 
To construct the clusters, NewsSearch represents 
documents as vectors with the standard Bag-of-words 
representation where there is a dimension for each word. It 
then uses the K-Means++ [3, 4] algorithm, with cosine 
similarity, to cluster the documents into several clusters, 
which are displayed by the widget. Cluster centroid vectors 
are used to extract the most representative keywords for 
each cluster. 
 
To visualize the clusters the keyword widget uses 
Multidimensional scaling (MDS [5]) to embed the centroids 
onto a two dimensional plane, similar as in [2]. 
 
3.3 CONCEPT WIDGET 
 

The concept widget, shown on the right in Figure 2, allows 
the user to filter and reorder results based on the concepts 
contained in the articles. Concepts are extracted from the 
articles using the Enrycher service, and ranked using the 
News Miner service. 
 
The widget displays clusters of articles represented by the 
most relevant concepts in each cluster. Like with the 
keyword widget, when the server receives new coordinates 
it computes the distance to each cluster and extracts the 
most representative concepts. It then constructs a new query 
using these concepts, to filter non-relevant ones and rank 
the remaining results using BM25 weights. 
 
Unlike the topic widget, the concept widget clusters 
concepts and not documents. Each concept is represented as 
a “Bag-Of-Documents”, where each document represents 
one dimension and a coordinate represents the number of 
times a concept appears in that document. The widget then 
uses the K-Means++ [3] algorithm, with cosine metrics. 
 
Like the topic widget, the concept widget also uses MDS to 
visualize clusters on a plane. 
 
3.4 DMOZ WIDGET 
 

The DMOZ widget, shown in Figure 3, allows the user to 
reorder results based on their DMOZ categorization, 
provided by the Enrycher service. 
 
The widget displays a tree of categories, extracted from the 
results, where the size of a category depends on the number 
of articles it contains. 
 
When the server receives new coordinates, it reorders 
results based on the distance to their category. 
 



 

 
Figure 3. The DMOZ widget enables the user to reorder 

results based on their DMOZ category. 
 
4 RE-RANKING 
 

When re-ranking is performed, the server side is passed 
information about the position of all the targets in the 
widgets. The server constructs a new query by taking the 
user query, and extending it by weighting keywords and/or 
concepts contained in nearby clusters and selecting the top 
5. 
 
Keyword and/or concept weight is computed with the 
following formula: 

. 
The weight of the cluster , is the same for all keywords 
and/or concepts in a cluster, and is computed using the  
Gaussian kernel 

, 	
1

2
	 . 

The weight  of a keyword and/or concept inside the 
cluster is computed using the position  of the keyword 
and/or concept in the cluster’s centroid using following 
formula: 

	  
The new query is generated by conjucting a disjunction of 
the selected keywords/concepts. For example, let A be the 
original search term and let B, C, D be the keywords 
selected by the weighting procedure the new query Q will 
then be: 

∧ ∨ ∨  
 
When the query results are obtained, they are weighted and 
ranked. The weight is computed using TF-IDF multiplied 
by the weight of the keyword/concept, so with the same TF-
IDF keyword B will have a higher weight then keyword C. 
The world widget weight is computed using a Gaussian 
kernel. All three weights are multiplied and the results are 
sorted. 

 
The results are then passed to the client side and displayed 
in a standard way. 
 
5  EXAMPLE 
 

In an example, we will create a query on a well-known 
Russian politician Vladimir Putin. 
 
When the query is performed, the results are weighted using 
just the TF-IDF weight of keyword “putin”. The results are 
shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. First three search results for query “putin”. 

 

 
Figure 5. First three search results when the target is 

moved to topic “Iran”. 
 
When the target on the keyword widget is moved on to the 
“Iran” cluster, a new query is constructed on keywords 
“putin”, “Iran”, “Syria” and “Visit”, and the results are 
weighted using TF-IDF giving keyword “Iran” the largest 
initial weight. The results are shown in Figure 5. 



 

 
Then the target is moved to concept “Regional”. A query is 
constructed on keywords “putin”, “Iran”, “Syria” and 
“Visit”, and on concepts “Regional”, “Syria”, “Society and 
Culture”, “Damascus” and “United States”. The keywords 
are weighted same as before and the weight is multiplied by 
the weight of the concepts which are also weighted with 
TF-IDF, yielding results shown in Figure 6. 
 

Figure 6. Search results when the topic widget is set to 
“Iran” and the concept widget is set to “Regional”. 

 
Finally when the target on the world widget is moved over 
New York, the previous weight is multiplied with the world 
position weight producing the final result. 
 
6  CONCLUSIONS 
 

NewsSearch aims to enable the user to more efficiently 
browse search results, which increases user productivity 
and the quality of information gathered. It can be used for 
search verticals or enterprise search, when one cannot 
invest a lot of money in tuning the ranking. 
 
A demo can be found at http://searchpoint.ijs.si/ and where 
the data source used is Microsoft’s search engine Bing.  
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